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Manage data while balancing cost,
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Manage data while balancing cost, risk, and
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Big Data is pushing limits on managing information throughout its lifecycle.
Factors such as hacking, natural disasters, and financial meltdowns have
converged to change how companies like yours manage data. To balance
total cost of ownership, risk, and legal compliance, you need a comprehensive
strategy to manage information creation, usage, storage, and destruction.
Technology such as mobile and cloud, along
with Big Data, drives business speed and complexities today. To keep up, your company must
establish a comprehensive information lifecycle management (ILM) strategy. You need to
categorize data, define and apply data governance policies, and then implement an ILM
strategy with technology providing automation
and completeness.
Efforts to protect consumer identity have led to
an upsurge of legal requirements. Thousands
of regulations worldwide monitor electronic

data, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, GrammLeach-Bliley Act, Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act, and European Union
Data Protection Directive.
Another growing urgent factor is the need to
manage aging systems that consume costly
electricity and maintenance resources. These
systems pose legal risk because data they hold
must be accessible, for example, to tax auditors. As knowledge of old systems fades and
old hardware is removed, data accessibility
becomes unpredictable.
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Retention management
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Implementation of information
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The management and retention of information has become so important that an effective ILM strategy is now an essential part of
an enterprise’s overall strategy for dealing
with the challenges of cost, compliance, and
risk. SAP has developed an ILM approach that
meets the complex information management
needs of organizations like yours.
Information lifecycle management comprises
policies, processes, practices, and tools developed and used to align the business value of
information with the most appropriate and

cost-effective IT infrastructure – from creation
through destruction of information. You get a
complete, flexible, and automated approach to
ILM from SAP to help you adapt to constantly
changing regulations.
Our ILM approach helps you identify and categorize your data. You can define policies that govern
what you do with data. To apply these policies
to your data, you can leverage application and
storage technology. You can then implement a
comprehensive information management strategy. Finally, you can shut down your aging legacy
systems in a legally compliant manner.

An effective information lifecycle management
strategy is essential for dealing successfully with
the challenges of cost, compliance, and risk.
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Information lifecycle management
for live and legacy systems
An information lifecycle management approach
Information lifecycle management for live
and legacy systems

The SAP approach to ILM addresses different
business scenarios, use cases, and challenges.
The following SAP® software, tools, and technologies support management of the data
lifecycle of both live application systems and

legacy data in stand-alone ILM retention
warehouses:
•• Data archiving
•• Retention management
•• System decommissioning

Data archiving
Retention management
System decommissioning
Implementation of information
lifecycle management

Information Lifecycle Management (ILM)
Retention Management
Managing the lifecycle of data of a live application
system

System Decommissioning
Managing the lifecycle of legacy data in a stand-alone,
ILM Retention Warehouse

• Definition of flexible ILM rules to control retention
time and storage location of archived data*
• ILM-compliant storage of archive files on an
ILM-certified Web Distributed Authoring and
Versioning (WebDAV) server*
• Electronic discovery and legal hold management*
• Data destruction taking retention periods and legal
holds into account*

• Data transfer from legacy systems to a retention
warehouse
• Local or business warehouse–based reporting

ILM Enhanced Data Archiving

*These functions also apply for system decommissioning
Figure: SAP Information Lifecycle Management
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ILM has evolved from data archiving and is
based on its core functionality. The purpose
of data archiving is data-volume management.
This includes securely moving data from completed business from the database to longterm, less expensive storage and providing
access to archived data in a convenient way.

Gain cost savings and process
efficiencies by archiving outdated
data into less expensive storage
with the SAP Information Lifecycle
Management component.

The SAP NetWeaver® technology platform
provides a tried-and-tested archiving infrastructure that keeps the complete business
context intact while archiving business data.
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SAP tools and technologies for ILM provide
retention-policy management functions that
support the complete information lifecycle –
from creation to retention to destruction.
You can use these functions to enter different
rules and policies reflecting various criteria,
including where data is stored, how long data
is retained, and when data can be destroyed.
These policies, usually based on external
legal requirements or internal service-level
agreements, can apply to both structured
and unstructured data stored on all types
of media. Based on rules you devise, the data

is automatically archived into the correct
storage area and receives an expiration date.
ILM-aware storage integration means that your
storage systems understand and can act on
the stored data based on rules you define. The
SAP Information Lifecycle Management component supports legal- and compliance-level
information management and provides automated electronic discovery functionality. At the
end of the lifecycle, an automated destruction
function permanently destroys the archived
data when the expiration date has been reached.

SAP Information Lifecycle Management
supports legal hold management and
automates electronic discovery.
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An information lifecycle management approach
Information lifecycle management for live and
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System decommissioning
Implementation of information
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With SAP Information Lifecycle Management,
you gain a complete approach to shutting down
legacy systems and bringing the data from both
SAP and non-SAP software into a central ILM
retention warehouse.
The data is stored with the relevant expiration
dates in ILM-aware storage, and you can use
different reporting options to view data even
after the original system has been shut down.

Functions of the SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse application, as well as local reporting functions, can extend the ILM retention warehouse
with centralized auditing and reporting functions.
These ILM solutions include functions you can
use to create archiving snapshots of master
and customizing data, support cross-system
archiving, and provide on-demand reporting
of archived data.

ILM covers policies, processes, and tools
that align the business value of information
with IT infrastructure – from data creation
to destruction.
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An information lifecycle management approach
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Retention management
System decommissioning
Implementation of information
lifecycle management

Get started on your ILM strategy, and support
your ILM team during the implementation
process with assistance from SAP. A good
way to begin is with a system decommissioning project, which helps you gain a clear overview of all ILM functions across its use cases.
Take the first steps with starter packages from
the System Landscape Optimization group
of SAP Consulting.

A phased approach to implementation works
best. It’s important to have a clear grasp of your
existing IT landscape and current data situation. You may want to classify your data into
different categories. SAP can help you analyze
your data, set up a policy catalog based on legal
requirements, plan archiving implementations,
or set up a retention warehouse for system
decommissioning.

Depending on your initial focus and objectives, you can use starter packages in different
areas. You may want to begin with an archiving
approach to curb your data volumes. Then you
can expand into a full-fledged ILM strategy, or
you may need to tackle legal compliance issues.

At this point, you are ready to implement the
strategy and policies you have developed in
previous phases. To apply the policies to your
enterprise data, you need technology that can
support your ILM processes. For example, you
may want to find an ILM-certified storage partner to set up your storage system.
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The business case for and benefits
of ILM
The business case for and benefits of ILM

ILM helps you reduce the total cost of ownership in your IT investments and improve your
return on those investments (ROI).
Data archiving helps you control data volumes, resulting in increased system availability,
improved system performance, and better use
of existing system resources – reducing costs
for disk space and storage administration.
With retention management, you can
implement a responsible, transparent, datadestruction strategy and automate dataarchiving processes. Results include reduced
costs during legal discovery processes through
more efficient information-gathering practices
and elimination of penalties for failing to present essential information. You spend less

money on unnecessary fines by helping to
prevent accidental deletion of important data.
And you can save time and money on archiving
processes through rule-based automation.
Deploy system decommissioning to cease
maintenance of systems you no longer use,
eliminating unnecessary spending of time
and money. The more systems you decommission to one central retention warehouse,
the faster your ROI. You can streamline your
system landscape by bringing both SAP and
non-SAP software systems into a single SAP
software environment. Improve legal compliance by continuing to harness the value of
information in the original system after it is
shut down.
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Summary
SAP® software, tools, and technologies support
information lifecycle management activities,
meeting enterprise needs for data retention,
data destruction, system decommissioning, and
compliance with legal and regulatory mandates.
Objectives
•• Manage the surge in legal requirements
regarding the handling of electronic data
•• Improve traditional data management
techniques that no longer meet enterprise
needs
•• Cover complex country-, state-, and
industry-specific compliance laws that
cover more data types and mandate longer
retention periods
•• Optimize large and complex system
landscapes that pose compliance risks and
decrease overhead of unnecessary running
costs

Quick Facts

Solution
•• Policy governance for legal compliance
•• Data-type determination and attribute
definition
•• Automated archiving, migration, destruction,
and data access
•• Complete information lifecycle support, from
creation to destruction
•• Legacy-system shutdown in a legally compliant
manner
Benefits
•• Cut hardware and administrative costs
•• Comply with legal requirements and
service-level agreements with data storage
systems using defined rules
•• Reduce risk with faster backup and recovery
and by eliminating legacy systems
•• Increase flexibility with software support
of new regulations
Learn more
Call your SAP representative today, send a
message to ilm@sap.com, or visit us online
at www.sdn.sap.com/irj/sdn/ilm.
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